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Abstract— Three-dimensional imaging is valuable to nonin-
vasively assess angiogenesis given the complex 3-D architec-
ture of vascular networks. The emergence of high frame rate
(HFR) ultrasound, which can produce thousands of images
per second, has inspired novel signal processing techniques
and their applications in structural and functional imaging of
blood vessels. Although highly sensitive vascular mapping has
been demonstrated using ultrafast Doppler, the detectability of
microvasculature from the background noise may be hindered
by the low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) particularly in the deeper
region and without the use of contrast agents. We have recently
demonstrated a coherence-based technique, acoustic subaperture
imaging (ASAP), for super-contrast vascular imaging and illus-
trated the contrast improvement using HFR contrast-enhanced
ultrasound. In this work, we provide a feasibility study for
microvascular imaging using ASAP without contrast agents, and
extend its capability from 2-D to volumetric vascular mapping.
Using an ultrasound research system and a preclinical probe,
we demonstrated the improved visibility of microvascular map-
ping using ASAP in comparison to ultrafast power Doppler (PD)
on a mouse kidney, liver, and tumor without contrast agent
injection. The SNR of ASAP images improves in average by
10 dB when compared to PD. In addition, directional velocity
mappings were also demonstrated by combining ASAP with
the phase information extracted from lag-1 autocorrelation.
The 3-D vascular and velocity mapping of the mouse kidney,
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liver, and tumor were demonstrated by stacking the ASAP
images acquired using 2-D ultrasound imaging and a trigger-
controlled linear translation stage. The 3-D results depicted clear
microvasculature morphologies and functional information in
terms of flow direction and velocity in two nontumor models
and a tumor model. In conclusion, we have demonstrated a new
3-D in vivo ultrasound microvascular imaging technique with
significantly improved SNR over existing ultrafast Doppler.

Index Terms— Doppler, microvascular flow, noise reduction,
spatio-temporal coherence analysis, volumetric imaging.

I. INTRODUCTION

ANGIOGENESIS is an important predictor of both nor-
mal physiological processes and biological behavior of

many diseases [1]–[3]. The early identification of the vascular
changes by means of noninvasive imaging has become invalu-
able to detect early vascular changes associated with tumor
progression, differentiate benign from malignant masses, and
monitor the response to treatment. Existing flow imaging
modalities that are able to visualize tumor vascular environ-
ment include computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI), and ultrasound imaging. Both CT and MRI
have the advantages of full-3-D volumetric imaging and
reasonable spatial resolution, although the long acquisition
time and relatively high cost result in a lack of accessibility.
CT is also less preferential than other imaging modalities,
predominantly due to the use of ionizing radiation. Ultrasound,
on the other hand, is portable and affordable. It has the
highest temporal resolution among these modalities, high and
scalable spatial resolution, and the capability for real-time
imaging making ultrasound an indispensable tool for frontline
clinical use.

The conventional Doppler ultrasound imaging can be used
to detect large vessels with relatively fast blood flow [4], [5].
The Doppler processing allows flow information to be
extracted by high-pass frequency filtering and low-pass ampli-
tude thresholding of the frequency demodulated signal, to sup-
press Doppler signal clutter that comes from moving solid
tissue, and ensemble averaging of the Doppler signals to
reduce noise. The low imaging frame rate of a conventional
ultrasound and the tissue movement (tens of hertz), however,
makes it difficult to fully eliminate clutter due to tissue
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Fig. 1. Alternative signal processing paths of PD and ASAP imaging.

motion. Furthermore, limited ensemble length of the conven-
tional Doppler signals also results in poor sensitivity to the
slow flow in the microvascular environment. For this reason,
contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) has been established to
enhance the flow signal for microvascular imaging. In CEUS,
microbubble contrast agents are injected into the blood stream
and used in combination with pulse-sequences and match-
ing signal processing to detect the nonlinear properties of
microbubble echoes and thus increase the sensitivity and
specificity of microvessel detection and to the flow signal.
Several techniques have been developed, including nonlinear
contrast imaging [6]–[9], nonlinear Doppler [10], acoustic
angiography [11], and acoustic super-resolution [12], [13].
This increase in sensitivity to small vessels and slow blood
flow is particularly beneficial for the assessment of angiogen-
esis in the tumor microenvironment.

Recent advancements of high frame rate (HFR) ultra-
sound further enhance the capabilities of ultrasound for blood
flow quantification [14]–[19], potentially offering visualization
of microvasculature with and without the need to inject
microbubbles. The high temporal resolution not only can be
used to better visualize and quantify fast moving objects but
can also be traded to substantially improve the sensitivity of
Doppler ultrasound given the use of longer Doppler ensemble
averaging [14], [19], [20]. The high frame rate imaging
also facilitates better clutter rejection techniques such as
eigendecomposition-based clutter filter [21], [22]. The power
Doppler (PD) technique further improves Doppler signal-
to-noise (SNR) ratio by integrating over all Doppler shift
frequencies, sacrificing frequency-shift information to improve
sensitivity. It is still, however, bounded by the limitation where
ensemble averaging reduces the noise power variance but not
the mean of the noise background. As the signal reduces with
depth, it poses a great challenge to distinguish smaller vessels
from the noise background particularly in the deeper regions
and for noncontrast imaging.

Several techniques have been developed to reduce the noise
background in ultrafast PD images, include the following.
Song et al. [23] implemented a block-wise singular value
decomposition (SVD) filter to locally reject both clutter and
noise with the tradeoff of significantly increased computa-

tional cost. Tremblay-Darveau et al. [24] exploited the tem-
poral (slow time) signal coherence and showed promising
noise suppression by imaging of the first-lag rather than the
zeroth-lag statistic of the autocorrelation function. However,
the higher lags may suffer from aliasing, and decorrelation
of the slow-time signals during coherent compounding may
reduce the SNR. Li and Dahl [25] showed that the noise is
uncorrelated between channels and proposed a spatial coher-
ence beamforming technique to reduce the noise background
and enhance the Doppler sensitivity. Although promising
results have been demonstrated, this method is computation-
ally demanding and/or may suffer from spatial blurring.

We recently developed acoustic subaperture process-
ing (ASAP) for super-contrast vasculature imaging, and
demonstrated its feasibility for improving 2-D HFR-CEUS
imaging [26], [27]. In this study, we aim to demonstrate
the applicability of ASAP for improving the quality of vol-
umetric microvascular images acquired without the use of
contrast agents. A mechanically swept linear array was used to
acquire volumetric data. To facilitate comparison with ultrafast
Doppler, the image quality improvement is assessed in terms
of contrast and visibility of the smallest vessels seen in two
nontumors and a tumor mouse model. Corresponding volu-
metric vascular mappings and directional velocity mappings
are demonstrated.

II. METHODS

A. Power Doppler Versus Acoustic Subaperture Processing
The outline of the signal processing steps of PD and ASAP

is shown in Fig. 1. Starting from the channel data acquired
from an HFR ultrasound system, an ultrasound image can
be reconstructed by delay-and-sum (DAS) applied to the
radio frequency (RF) signal across the receive aperture with
M elements. While the reconstructed RF images contain both
blood and clutter signals, an SVD-based filter is applied to dif-
ferentiate the flow signal from the tissue signal. A PD image is
then produced by ensemble averaging the power signal output
from the well-established autocorrelation estimator [4], [5]

PD =
T∑

t=1

|s(n, t)s∗(n, t)| (1)
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where s is the clutter-filtered complex signal, n is the fast
time (spatial location) sample index, and t is the slow time
(temporal) sample index. ∗ denotes the complex conjugate,
and | − | denotes the modulus operator.

ASAP was developed to reduce the noise in PD images by
assuming that the noise between channels is uncorrelated [26].
With the same receive channel data, two set of images were
reconstructed by splitting the channels into two nonoverlap-
ping subapertures with noncommon elements. This can be
thought as having a channel sampler which selects the channel
data for each beamformer or having two complementary
receive apodizations to form two images from the same RF
data. Given that M channel data have been received, one
could possibly form the two subapertures (M/2 channels for
each subaperture) by using the odd and even channels as two
separate groups. This, however, may cause grating lobes to
appear in the images as the pitch of the sampling of the new
subaperture increases by twofold. To reduce this problem,
the subapertures can be formed by alternating the channel
sampler after every four elements, as previously discussed
in [26].

Subsequently, SVD clutter filtering was performed to extract
the blood signal from both of the reconstructed subaperture
RF images before applying a cross-correlation estimator. The
cross-correlator can be described as

R =
T∑

t=1

s1(n, t)s∗
2 (n, t) (2)

where R is the complex cross-correlated signal, s1 and s2 are
the clutter-filtered complex signals from the two subapertures,
n is the fast time sample index, t is the slow-time sample
index, and ∗ is the complex conjugate operator. Note that
since part of the noise in the two-independent apertures is
uncorrelated, the SNR increases as the noise is reduced but the
coherent flow signal remains. This is fundamentally different
from PD, in which a single aperture is used and the correlated
noise signals contribute to the final power signal.

While the output from the cross-correlation estimator is
a complex scalar, the phase information can be used to
reduce the off-axis signals such as grating lobes and sidelobes.
It should also be noted that beamforming images using a
subaperture with increased pitch between elements will also
create grating lobes. However, because the two subapertures
are independent of each other, the grating lobes will form
in such a way that they are 180° out-of-phase with each
other [28]. Here, a weight vector determined by the phase of
the correlated signal is applied to suppress the off-axis signal

ASAP(n, t) = |R|e−
(

k2

k2
0

)
(3)

where k denotes the phase angle of the sample, and ko is
empirically determined so as to attenuate out-of-phase signals
at π/3.

In order to determine the flow direction and velocity, ASAP
imaging can be combined with the lag-1 autocorrelation to
extract the velocity information. A binary vessel mask, defined
using the power amplitude from the ASAP, is multiplied

Fig. 2. Experimental setup of the 3-D imaging system. A mouse is placed
under a water bag, and the transducer is moved freely in a water bag using a
linear motorized stage synchronized with a HFR ultrasound system.

with the directional flow velocity computed from the phase
information extracted from the lag-1 autocorrelation.

B. Animal Model
In vivo studies were conducted on three female athymic

nude mice: two nontumor-bearing mice and a tumor-bearing
mouse. All procedures complied with the Animal Act 1986
and were approved by the Animal Welfare and Ethical Review
Body of the Institute of Cancer Research. The tumor in the
tumor-bearing mouse was grown by implanting SW620 colon
adenocarcinoma cells subcutaneously in the right flank region.
Imaging took place when the tumor had grown to a size of
approximately 1 cm in each axis. For the nontumor-bearing
mouse, the kidney of the mouse was imaged.

C. 3-D Imaging and Imaging Protocol
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2. During the

experiment, the mouse was anesthetized by subcutaneous
injection of Fentanyl citrate + Fluanisone (Hypnorm) and
Midazolam (Hypnovel) (0.28:10: 4.5 mg/kg) before placing
the animal on a warming platform to regulate its temperature.
The ultrasound gel was applied to couple the mouse skin with
a polyethylene bag containing water. The probe was placed in
the water bag so that it could move freely without affecting
the position of the mouse during volumetric data acquisition.

Imaging was performed using a Verasonics Vantage system
(Verasonics Inc., Redmond, WA, USA) and a L22-14v linear
probe. A stepper motor was synchronized with this system
to move the transducer along the elevation direction with a
step size between 150 and 400 μm and to cover the volume
of interest, between 8 and 10 mm. For each imaging plane,
1500 coherent compounded plane wave images were collected
at an effective frame rate of 500 Hz. To form an image,
fifteen 1-cycle pulses were transmitted at the center frequency
of 18 MHz, each pulse generating plane waves at a different
angle in 1° increments within a 15° range (−7° to 7°). The
same RF data were used in postprocessing to reconstruct
both Doppler and ASAP images. Although a multicycle pulse
would be beneficial for Doppler, especially for velocity imag-
ing, 1-cycle pulse was chosen such that the highest possible
spatial resolution for the final vasculature images can be
preserved while sacrificing some velocity resolution. The MI
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Fig. 3. 2-D comparison of the B-mode, PD, and ASAP images of a kidney model (top row), a liver model (middle row), and a tumor model (bottom row).
Note that all images are acquired in the middle plane of the models. Note that PD images are displayed on a smaller dynamic range.

of the transmitted waves was empirically chosen at 0.12 to
produce high-SNR images.

D. Data Processing
All the data were processed offline on a workstation

equipped with an Intel Xeon E6-2630 central processing unit
(Intel Corporation, Santa Clara, CA, USA), 64-GB DDR3
RAM, and an Nvidia Titan XP graphics processing unit (GPU-
NVidia Corporation, Santa Clara, CA, USA). ASAP and PD
images were produced from the same RF signals with the
methods described in Section II-A. Coherent compounding
was performed to generate the B-mode images from the full
aperture (PD) and two subapertures (ASAP) from the RF data.
To ease the processing burden of HFR imaging, the DAS
beamformer was executed using a GPU developed in-house
for real-time image reconstruction. The respiratory motion was
estimated by applying principle component analysis (PCA)
on small patches corresponding to the region of interest
(e.g., tumor and kidney) [29]. Any motion-affected frames
were rejected before clutter filtering to avoid artifacts from
respiratory motion. Adaptive SVD clutter filtering was then
performed to remove the clutter. This was done by automatic
detection of the turning point on the energy curve derived
from the singular value and removing all the lower subspace
before the turning point, as previously described in [23]. For
each imaging slice, ASAP and PD vascular images were
generated with the methods, as shown in Fig. 1. The final
volumetric image was formed by stacking the 2-D images.
Volume rendering was accomplished in ParaView.

To evaluate the image quality, we compared the ASAP
images with the PD images using two metrics, similar to [26].

The SNR and the contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) were evaluated
as follows:

SNR = 10log10

(
μs

μn

)
(4)

CNR = 10log10

(
|μs − μn |√

σ 2
s − σ 2

n

)
(5)

where μs and μn are the mean value of the signal and noise
regions, respectively, and σs and σn are the standard deviation
of the pixel values in these regions.

III. RESULTS

Fig. 3 shows the comparison between the B-mode, PD,
and ASAP images of a mouse kidney, a liver, and a tumor.
The vasculature is not visible in the B-mode images due
to the relatively high amplitude clutter signal in comparison
to the blood signal. Such strong clutter signal can be greatly
suppressed and the signals from the blood cells are sufficiently
strong to reveal the vasculature after using SVD filter and PD
processing. However, there is still significant noise background
in the PD images that reduces the contrast of the vessel signals.
The background noise, which is amplified with the imaging
depth due to the application of depth-gain compensation,
further compromised the visibility of the smaller vessels at
the deeper region. The ASAP technique, on the other hand,
can substantially reduce the background noise in comparison
to the PD images, to detect the weak blood cell signals
from microvessels and produce high contrast vascular images,
as shown in Fig. 3 (right column).
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Fig. 4. Magnified images and their corresponding intensity profiles of
the kidney (top row), liver (middle row), and tumor model (bottom row)
showing the improved visibility of small vessels seen in the ASAP images
in comparison to the PD images. The intensity profiles are extracted from
the lines marked on the PD images. Note that the PD and ASAP images are
displayed at 20- and 30-dB dynamic range, respectively.

The image quality improvement is further illustrated by
selecting a few regions of interest (white boxes) from
Fig. 3 and magnified in Fig. 4. The microvessels are sub-
merged by noise in the PD images but are clearly discernible
in the ASAP images. From the intensity profile, it is also
evident that the background noise in the ASAP images is
significantly reduced, producing a spike-shaped profile with
lower noise floor, whereas relatively flat profiles are observed
for the PD images. It should be noted that while the noise is
reduced, the image resolution is maintained where microvessel
as small as 113 μm in full-width at half-maximum (FWHM)
was visualized and two microvessels with 180 μm apart were
well separated.

Fig. 5 shows more examples of the vasculature images
acquired at different slices. Vasculature that is barely seen in
the PD images can be clearly visualized in the ASAP images
(blue arrows shown in Fig. 5). To quantify the SNR and CNR
improvement, signal regions (white boxes in shown Fig. 5)
and noise regions (green boxes) were manually selected from
both PD and ASAP images, and results are reported in Table I.
ASAP is demonstrated to improve the SNR by an average of
10 dB in comparison to PD whereas marginal differences were
found for the CNR.

Fig. 6 shows the flow velocity mapping of the vasculatures
estimated using phase information extracted from lag-1 auto-
correlation and amplitude thresholding using the power signal
of the ASAP. Functional information such as the flow direction
and blood velocity are clearly visualized.

Fig. 7 demonstrates the volumetric vasculature images of
the mouse kidney, liver, and tumor. The rotation of the 3-D
images along the x–z plane can be found in Movies 1–6.
All the 2-D images acquired were stacked accordingly and
rendered in 3-D with a constant slice thickness equivalent to
the motor step size. Morphological and functional differences
are readily apparent between the nontumor models (kidney
and liver) and tumor. The microvessel structures of the mouse
kidney and liver are relatively more homogenous, organized,
and emanating from larger vessels in the medullary region, and

Fig. 5. More examples of the vascular images collected at different slice
positions within the volumetric data set and processed using PD and ASAP.
The white and green boxes are manually selected to quantify the SNR
and CNR, respectively. The blue arrows show the vasculatures that are barely
seen on PD images but clearly visible on ASAP images. Note: PD images
are displayed on a smaller dynamic range.

tend to have straight sections, whereas the tumor vasculature
is more tortuous and chaotic, with a more vascularized outer
rim and relatively avascular central region. The functional
images with directional velocity mappings further illustrated
the homogeneity of blood flow in tumor when compared to the
nontumor kidney and liver. Note that some artifacts exist in
the images. These are mainly due to inefficiency of the clutter
filtering, which was not able to completely remove the effects
of respiration motion, particularly in the case of the kidney
and liver.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this study, we presented a technique for 3-D HFR
noncontrast enhanced vascular imaging using a linear array
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Fig. 6. Directional velocity mapping of the vascular images collected at different slice positions within the volumetric data set and processed using lag-1
autocorrelation in combination with the ASAP. Note: Red and blue indicate the flow direction toward and away from the transducer surface assuming the
Doppler pulse propagated perpendicular to the transducer surface.

TABLE I

COMPARISON OF THE SNR AND CNR OF THE PD AND ASAP

transducer and computer-controlled translational stage. This is
the first demonstration of ASAP for microvascular volumetric
imaging without contrast agents. The initial quantitative eval-
uations were performed on nontumor models (mouse kidney
and liver) and a tumor model (subcutaneous xenograft), and
the results indicated superior vasculature images with an aver-
age of 10-dB contrast improvement over the existing ultrafast
PD technique. Such a 3-D microvascular imaging tool with
significantly enhanced image quality, and without the need
of contrast agent injection, has potential to be applied to a
wide range of applications, including the screening and early

detection of cancer and diseases impacting microvasculature,
regular longitudinal monitoring of therapies, and improved
brain functional ultrasound imaging.

The high contrast and improved visibility of the vasculature
using ASAP in comparison with PD are shown in Figs. 3–5.
Such a substantial noise reduction enhances the ability to
distinguish small vessels from the noise background and
subsequently produce a high-quality volumetric vasculature
image, as shown in Fig. 7. While ASAP helps in segmentation
of blood vessels, functional information can be extracted
by combining ASAP and lag-1 autocorrelation to map the
flow direction and velocity, as shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The
qualitative assessment revealed morphology and functional
differences between the nontumor and tumor model.

ASAP processing can be applied to improve the visual-
ization of microvasculature with and without contrast agents.
The differences between the ASAP images acquired without
and with contrast agents are shown in Fig. 8. Noncontrast
images were acquired at MI of 0.12, whereas the contrast-
enhanced images were acquired after the bolus injection of
diluted home-made microbubbles (106 microbubbles/mL) at
an MI of 0.05. Images were acquired under similar settings
except that the lower MI was used to avoid microbbubles’
destruction after microbubbles injection. The SNRs quantified
from the ASAP images, with and without contrast agents, are
10.71 and 9.46 dB, respectively. Despite the marginal differ-
ence in the SNR of the noncontrast- and contrast-enhanced
images, were found between these SNRs, more microvessels
can be seen in the latter (indicated by the white arrows),
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Fig. 7. Volume rendered presentations of 3-D microvascular images of a nontumor kidney (left), liver (middle), and tumor (right) mouse model visualized
from two different viewpoints. Volumetric data sets are generated by stacking multiple 2-D high-contrast microvascular images processed using ASAP. The
power signal was color coded for the microvascular images in the first and third rows whereas the directional velocity extracted from the lag-1 autocorrelation
in combination with the ASAP were displayed in the second and fourth rows.

Fig. 8. Comparison between the microvasculature image generated using ASAP before (left) and after the injection of microbubbles (right). More microvessels
can be seen after the contrast injection as indicated by the white arrows. Note: White and green boxes are used to evaluate the SNR.

even at the high-frequency circumstance, where blood
is known to resonate more than microbubbles. Further
investigations are needed to compare the performance of
noncontrast- and contrast-enhanced microvascular imaging at
lower frequencies.

Volumetric microvascular imaging has been previously
demonstrated using other ultrasound techniques.

Demené et al. [30] demonstrated a 4-D microvascular
imaging based on ultrafast Doppler tomography on rats’
brain. A 1-D-array transducer mounted on a 4 degree of
freedom (three translation plus one rotation) mechanical stage
was used to acquire two volumetric measurements of the
same object by translating the probe in the probe’s elevation
direction and rotating the probe along the center plane.
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Flow information from the two volumes was extracted
using ultrafast Doppler and fused using a deconvolution
technique to form a final volume with an isotropic
resolution. Such an image acquisition strategy, although
computational demanding, can also be used to enhance our
technique to achieve an isotropic resolved volumetric images.
Gessner et al. [11] developed a technique known as acoustic
angiography for contrast imaging. Although high-resolution
image was achieved, this technique requires a customized
dual-frequency transducer to emit pulse for microbubble
excitation at low frequency (2–4 MHz) and confocally
detect ultraharmonic echoes at 15–45-MHz bandwidth. Our
technique, on the other hand, does not require the injection
of microbubbles and can be readily translated for clinical
applications using any lower frequency transducers with or
without contrast injection. The ultrasound super-resolution
or ultrasound super-localization microscopy is another
technique developed to resolve microvascular imaging beyond
ultrasound diffraction limit. The 3-D super-resolution imaging
was demonstrated using a linear array and a controlled
stage [6], using two parallel probes [31], [32] or a 3-D
hemispherical ultrasonic array [33]. With the first approach,
tracking is not possible in the elevation direction; therefore,
vessel in the elevation direction is projected in plane and
can be blurred. The latter two approaches attempted to
solve the problem and achieve an isotropic super resolution.
Despite achieving very high resolution and SNR, super-
resolution technique requires relatively long acquisition time
to accumulate localization signals and to ensure the final
reconstructed images depict the real vasculature rather than
a very small fraction of the microvessels. Our technique,
in contrast, can be implemented in real-time and may remain
a better approach for microvascular imaging applications,
where super-resolved pixels beyond diffraction limit is not
required. This may potentially provide a first-line diagnosis
and treatment, where real-time monitoring is needed.

From the practical standpoint, real-time processing of the
3-D vascular images is possible by harnessing the parallel
processing of GPUs. Although the memory required to store
the beamformed images from the two subapertures and the
SVD clutter filtering operation is twice as much as that needed
for PD processing, the computational complexity of the ASAP
is actually equivalent to the PD. If M is the number of
channels and N is number of pixels in depth for each channel,
the computational complexities of a DAS beamformer and
SVD processing are O(M2 N) and O(MN2), respectively. The
correlation estimator and phase suppressor, which have the
complexity of O(MN), will not affect the final computation
time. To further reduce the computation time for real-time
realization, beamforming can be implemented in the Fourier
domain [34] with the complexity of O(MN log(MN)), and the
SVD clutter filter can be changed to a polynomial regression
filter with much lower complexity.

While volumetric images can be acquired using a 2-D imag-
ing system and a linear translational stage, the long acquisition
time could limit the practicality of volumetric imaging. Given
that the acquisition time for each scanning plane was 1.5 s, and
the data-saving time was 10 s, a complete 3-D scan of a 1-cm

Fig. 9. Respiratory motion estimated using PCA from the HFR images.
Note: Motion (right) was extracted from the region bounded by the red box
drawn on the B-mode image (left).

region of interest required an imaging time of nearly 13 min
for a step size of 150 μm. However, the imaging time can be
reduced to less than 2 min with a much efficient data-saving
procedure or a real-time processing pipeline without the need
to save the prebeamformed channel data. With a matrix array
plane-wave volumetric data acquisition, such limitations can
be avoided.

The respiratory motion could potentially blur the final
reconstructed vascular images. It also limits the effectiveness
of the clutter filter which assumes that the tissue is nearly
stationary. Despite having the respiratory motion estimated
using the PCA analysis as shown in Fig. 9, there exists some
residual motion due to the nonstationary tissue motion even
when more than 50% of the frames were discarded. This
explained the residual clutter artifacts that appeared on the
both the 2-D and 3-D vasculature images. In order to alleviate
the effects of respiratory motion, motion correction to register
the images before the application of clutter filtering will be
implemented in the future.

Another limitation lies in the use of 2-D ultrasound for
imaging 3-D structures. The ultrasound field in the elevation
direction is nonuniform, making it challenging to detect ves-
sels oriented in the elevation plane, and the reduced image
resolution in the elevation plane makes it difficult to distin-
guish elevationally adjacent vessels. As we assume that the
elevation thickness is equivalent to the scanning step size, this
is likely to limit sensitivity and resolution to detecting only
microvessels appear to be 150 μm or larger in this study.
This is an inherent limitation of 2-D imaging and may be
well resolved using a matrix ultrasound transducer or imaging
strategies which could enhance the elevation resolution.

V. CONCLUSION

We demonstrated that the ASAP technique can be used
in vivo without microbubble contrast agent to generate 3-D
microvascular images using 2-D HFR ultrasound and a
computer-controlled translation stage. In comparison to the
existing PD imaging, the high contrast volumetric images
generated using ASAP can facilitate improved microvascular
visualization and quantification, and hold the promise for
clinical applications.
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